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Question: 14

A company has a four-node Microsoft Windows cluster that runs Microsoft SQL Server databases. Each server boots
from its own Boot from SAN volume on the Storage Center. All servers need access to the database volumes. In
addition, a server cluster objects has been created with the four servers assigned to it in Dell Storage Manager.

How should the volumes be mapped to these servers using the server cluster?

A. Map the boot volume of each server individually
Map all database volumes to the clusterâs Leader node
B. Map the boot volume of each server individually
Map all database volumes to the server cluster
C. Map all boot volumes to the server cluster
Map all database volumes to each server individually
D. Map all boot volumes to the server cluster
Map all database volumes to the server cluster

Answer: C

Question: 15

You need to install a dual controller Storage Center with an SC200 enclosure and an SC280 enclosure.

Which exhibit represents the correct back-end cabling?

A)



B)

C)



D)

A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option D

Answer: A

Question: 16

You are adding a 4-port FC card into the SC9000 storage array. Slots 4 C 6 are occupied and Slot 4 contains a half-
height card.

Which actions should occur to free up the full height slot and add the FC card?

A)

B)

C)



D)

A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option D

Answer: C

Question: 17

A company has multiple Storage Centers at their primary site and a disaster recovery system at their remote site.
Because there company has an important volume that request high availability protection, an outage on one system at
the primary location must not cause data to be inaccessible. In addition, disaster recovery protection is required to
protect data even if the primary site goes down.

Which recommended technology meets these requirements?

A. Live Volume Managed Replication
B. Fluid Data Architecture
C. Synchronous Replication
D. Asynchronous Replication

Answer: A

Question: 18

During the deployment of an SC Series storage array, the redundancy of a tier may be restricted dual redundancy.

What is the cause for this behavior?

A. Depending on the drive firmware level and drive sire, Dell Storage Manager will enforce dual redundancy
B. Depending on the drive speed, drive sire, and SCOS version, dual redundancy may be enforced
C. Depending on the drive manufacturer and SCOS version, Del Storage Manager will enlace dual redundancy
D. Depending on the number of spares configured on the system and SCOS version, dual redundancy may be enforced

Answer: A

Question: 19

You need to physically install an I/O card into an SC9000 storage array.

What must be considered when installing the I/O card?



A. I/O card BIOS and IPC connection
B. ESD and I/O slot priority
C. I/O slot priority and I/O card BIOS
D. IPC connection and ESD

Answer: A

Question: 20

A storage administration needs to enable regular Data Progression to move data between storage tiers. While
navigating through the Volume Create wizard, which storage profile should be selected?

A. Low Priority
B. Medium Priority
C. High Priority
D. Recommended

Answer: C

Question: 21

You map a volume to a Microsoft Windows 2012 R2 server and scan for disks within the Windows Disk Management
Console. You are able to see multiple Instances of the mapped volume. In addition, the operating system was recently
installed on the server that is experiencing the issue. No additional features have been added.

Which action should occur within Windows to correct the issue?

A. Add the Storage Center specific harware ID within Windows MPIO
Select the disk object with the lowest number and delete the rest
Verify the iSCSI Initiator service runs on the server
B. Add the Storage Center specific harware ID within Windows MPIO
Add the âMultipath I/Oâ server feature
Reboot the server after making the correct configuration changes
C. Select the disk object with the lowest disk number and delete the rest
Add the âMultipath I/Oâ server feature
Reboot the server after making the correct configuration changes
Verify the iSCSI Initiator service runs on the server

Answer: B

Question: 22

You notice that servers connecting through iSCSI are not performing as expected. After reviewing the graphics, you
identify high latency due to an excessive number of retransmissions.

What is causing the performance issue?

A. System uses the standard MTU size
B. Switch firmware is out of date
C. VLAN ID value is set on the properties of the server NIC
D. Flow Control is disabled

Answer: C



Question: 23

A deployment engineer is installing a dual-controller Storage Center with four FC ports in each controller. This system
need to use Legacy Port mode because the AIX version used requires it.

Which two configurations are required to set up the fault domains?

A. Only two fault domains; one for the primary ports and one for the reserved ports
Primary and reserved ports in the fault domain need to reside on the same controller
B. Only two fault domains; one zone for all ports in each fabric
Primary and reserved ports in the fault domain need to reside on the different controllers
C. A separate fault domain for each set of primary and reserved ports
Primary and reserved ports in the fault domain need to reside on different controllers
D. A separate fault domain for each set of primary and reserved ports
Primary and reserved ports in the fault domain need to reside on the same controller

Answer: C

Question: 24

You want to perform an SCOS ISO update.

However, you need to determine the BMC IP address first.

What is one way to determine the BMC IP address?

A. Select the âHardwareâ tab from the Data Collector to display the BMC IP address for each controller
B. Select the âStorage Centersâ tab from the Data Collector to display the BMC IP address for each controller
C. In the Dell Storage Manager Client, highlight the controller under the âHardwareâ tab and select Edit Settings
D. Perform a trace route from the controller CLI to the virtual IP address

Answer: B

Question: 25

A company experienced complete storage outages on some of their servers. The outages occurred when network
maintenance was performed within their iSCSI network.

Which configuration areas should be investigated to prevent future outage?

A. Ensure Delayed Acknowledgment has been disabled on the iSCSI adapters.
Ensure all server iSCSI adapter are able to communicate with the storage.
B. Ensure the servers are set up for multipathing with Round Robin.
Ensure Deplayed Acknowledgment has been disabled on the iSCSI dapters.
C. Ensure the iSCSI adapters are set up for Jumbo Frames.
Ensure all server iSCSI adapters are able to communicate with the storage.
D. Ensure the servers are set up for multipagthing with Round Robin
Ensure all server iSCSI adapters are able to communicate with the storage.

Answer: C




